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to the breast. All the plumage is black, with the excep-
tion of the wings, which are mostly white, and some buff
pencilling on the back and tail. Some birds appear not
to change this plumage when they have once attained it,
but others do so, the difference possibly depending on age.
The male in undress, and the female at all times, are cloth-
ed in a finely mottled mixture of sandy buff and black.
The absence of conspicuous markings of other colours at
once marks them off when in this stage from all our other
Bustards, except the much, smaller Leek next to be
noticed.
The bill is dark above and yellowish below, and the legs
pale dirty yellow; the eyes are yellow, but often brown
in cocks.
The male is twenty-six iiich.es long, with the wing just
over thirteen inches ; the bill is two and a half, and the
shank nearly six inches. The hens run larger, with the
wing up to nearly fifteen inches. The Floricaii is a purely
Indian bird, and its range within India is limited, including
only the country between the Himalayas and the Ganges
together with the plain country of Assam; its stronghold
is in the Terai grass jungles, and it is a resident; it affects
cover more than other Bustards. It may occasionally
straggle west even to the Jurnna.
It is an omnivorous feeder, devouring both insects of
reptile and berries, shoots, grass, seeds, etc. It is itself
most delicious eating and one of our best game birds.
The breeding season is in June and July, but the birds do
not appear to pair or associate regularly, the hens merely
coming to the cocks when invited by the peculiar courting
gestures of the former. The cock at this season springs
up above the grass and towers, with crest and hackle dis-
tended, uttering meanwhile a humming sound ; and having
by this method of matrimonial advertisement attracted
the notice of the other sex, he shows off to them after the

